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Clinical Relevance
The combination of minimally invasive cavity preparations and adhesive restorations allows clinicians a significantly more conservative approach to proximal carious lesions of teeth adjacent to MO/DO preparations.

SUMMARY
Conventional box preparations, tunnel cavities and slot preparations have been recommended for the treatment of proximal carious lesions over the years. If the adjacent tooth is missing or the proximal surface becomes accessible at the time of cavity preparation of the adjacent tooth, a direct proximal access to the decay process can be performed. A similar procedure is supported by the use of adhesive composite restorations reinforcing the remaining sound tooth structure. The increasing patient and clinician’s desire for ultraconservative treatment justifies this minimally invasive tooth preparation approach; however, appropriate materials and techniques need to be selected to achieve adequate bonding of the cavity walls and marginal adaptation of the composite.

INTRODUCTION
Since the development of adhesive systems for composite restorations, two restorative models for the treatment of carious lesions have coexisted. The older system is based on Black’s principles, which center on resistance of the restoration rather than the tooth; these principles are still adopted for posterior non-adhesive amalgam restorations and lead to unnecessary tooth-structure loss coupled with long-term increased probability of secondary decay. The second model was introduced more recently and is based on a defect-related approach. The outline form of the cavity depends on the size, location and morphology of the carious process; no undercuts or minimal preparation depths are required. Particular attention is directed to the conservation of sound tooth structure to achieve strength of the tooth/restoration compound and pulp protection, using enamel-dentin adhesive systems.

The marginal ridge of posterior teeth represents a strategic structure for residual tooth strength maintenance. A minimally invasive dental approach is directed to the retention of these structures through alternative access pathways. If proximal caries exists on the adjacent tooth contiguous to the lesion, a direct access to the
lesion is suitable. However, the freehand restoration of a similar lesion is very challenging and may be responsible for the formation of composite flash or overhang. This case report presents a modified-matrix band design used to properly restore the cavosurface margins of proximal direct-access lesions.

**CASE REPORT**

**Restorative Procedure**

A 21-year-old female patient presented with multiple carious lesions on the lower molars and premolars (Figure 1). A rubber dam was placed and the cavity was prepared in a very conservative manner on teeth #20 and #21, just removing decay with #2 and #4 round burs, respectively (Shofu Dental Corporation, San Marcos, CA, USA) and rounding sharp angles with #2 high- and low-speed round burs (Shofu Dental Corporation). Once the caries-affected distal surface of tooth #21 was removed, a decay process on the mesial surface of tooth #20 was also detected. Caries was removed using a #2 round bur in an attempt to preserve the mesial proximal ridge and occlusal surface (Figures 2 and 3). No bevels were placed either in the occlusal or gingival margins. A polyester circular matrix (SuperMat-KerrHawe, Orange, CA, USA) was modified using a dental bur. A hole, with a diameter similar to that of the cavity, was created on one side of the matrix (Figure 4); then, the modified matrix was placed around tooth #20 and tightened to secure gingival matrix adaptation (Figure 5). The cavity was disinfected with a 2% chlorhexidine antibacterial solution (Consepsis-Ultradent Products, South Jordan, UT, USA) and etched for 15 seconds using a 35% phosphoric acid etchant (Scotchbond Etchant, 3M ESPE, St Paul, MN, USA) Figure 6. The etchant was removed and the cavity rinsed with water spray for 30 seconds, being careful to maintain a moist surface. A fifth-generation nanofilled ethanol-water based adhesive system (Single Bond Plus, 3M ESPE) was placed in the preparation and gently air thinned and light cured for 20 seconds using a Quartz Tungsten Halogen curing light (VIP, BISCO, Inc, Schaumburg, IL, USA) Figure 7.

Stratification of the dentin was started, placing a 1 to 1.5 mm even layer of flowable composite (Filtek Flow, 3M ESPE) on deeper dentin, which was followed by the application of A3.5 dentin wedge-shaped increments of Filtek Supreme Plus nanofilled resin composite (3M ESPE). An A1 enamel shade was applied to the final contour on the proximal enamel surface (Figure 8).

At this point, sectional matrixes were placed on the remaining proximal surfaces still in need of restoration. Gingival adaptation was secured with wooden wedges (Figure 9). The restoration of teeth #20 and #21 was performed using the same materials adopted to restore the mesial surface of tooth #20, following a
previously described layering and curing protocol\(^1\) (Figure 10). The rubber dam was removed, the occlusion checked and the restoration finished using the

previous layering and curing protocol\(^1\) (Figure 10). The rubber dam was removed, the occlusion checked and the restoration finished using the

Ultradent Composite Finishing Kit (Ultradent Products). Initial polishing was performed with impregnated silicon rubber cups and points, and final
polishing was performed with diamond and silicon carbide impregnated cups, points and brushes (Finale Polishing System- Ultradent Products). The same procedure was completed for restorations on teeth #18 and #19 (Figure 11). Figure 12 shows the post-operative radiograph of the restored molar and premolars; composite gingival adaptation was achieved using both a conventional sectional matrix and modified circular matrix design.

DISCUSSION
The essence of adhesive and prophylactic dentistry is to retain the maximum amount of sound tooth structure. The preserved dental tissue contributes to the residual strength of a tooth and represents the substrate for adhesion of resin composite. The marginal ridges of posterior teeth bear functional occlusal load due to their beamlike structure. Alternatives to conventional Class II preparations have been introduced over the years to provide maximum retention of tooth structure. The tunnel preparation and the bucco-lingual slot preparation became popular in the 1980s. Sundberg and others and Tveit and others completed surveys regarding the preparation techniques of proximal carious lesions. These authors reported that 47%–48% of dentists prefer tunnel restorations, while 24%–32% choose saucer-shaped preparations and 20%–28% prefer traditional Class II preparations. However, the increased risk of incomplete caries removal, fracture of the marginal ridge and difficult filling the cavity were reported when using alternative Class II preparation and restoration techniques. Wiegand and Attin reviewed the clinical success of tunnel restorations. A 7% to 10% annual failure rate was reported for glass-ionomer tunnel restorations; conversely, clinical studies indicate that composite tunnel restorations might be a promising alternative preparation for proximal carious lesions. The role of modern enamel-dentin adhesive systems as the primary mechanism for the reinforcement of weakened tooth structure has been stressed over the years. It is worthy noting that a modified matrix design may help to avoid composite flashes and/or overhangs at the gingival and proximal margin. Careful adaptation of the matrix system is paramount to achieving this goal; the author usually selects the transparent SuperMat (KerrHawe, Orange, CA, USA) or OmniMatrix (Ultradent Products) matrix system to restore direct access Class II cavities. Overhangs have been shown to
occur 25% to 76% of the time with traditional Class II restorations, resulting in gingivitis and bone loss. Clinicians should also pay particular attention to the shape and size of the proximal matrix hole; the design of the matrix should be modified to allow the tip of the flowable composite syringe to contact the deepest portion of the cavity and the composite instrument to adequately condense the restorative material on both dentin and enamel. As the access to these lesions is gained through a neighboring cavity, the selection of appropriate angulated composite instruments may contribute to correct placement of the composite at the restoration cavosurface margins. The restoration of these lesions may be challenging when using regular, highly filled composite; the application of flowable composite on the deepest portion of the cavity may improve the restorative material marginal adaptation to dentin. The remaining portion of the cavity is restored using wedge-shaped increments of resin composite to be polymerized separately.

The continuous development of total-etch adhesive systems and the improvement of resin composite physical and mechanical properties was responsible for a complete revolution in restorative dentistry. Minimally invasive preparations took advantage of adhesive restorations; the preservation of sound tooth structure is becoming the main goal of modern conservative dentistry.

CONCLUSIONS

Maximum conservation of residual sound tooth structure is becoming popular for both compromised teeth and initial carious lesion defects. The adhesive restoration’s ability to reinforce sound tooth structure should be coupled with the selection and appropriate use of materials and techniques. A modified matrix band design may be helpful to avoid the formation of composite flash or overhang following a direct proximal approach; moreover, the marginal ridge is preserved and destruction of occlusal tooth structure avoided.
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